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ABSTRACT — Introduction: Type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2D) has become the main type of diabetes in children and it is expected that in countries with high income diabetes it is projected to be one of the leading causes of death by 2030. Another fact is that programs and tests diagnosing pre-diabetes type 2 (T2P-DMC) are missing.

Methods: The aim of the paper is to present the steps for the synthesis of the evidence within the brand new type of the systematic review (SR): SR of diagnostic test accuracy (DTA). Using the acronym PIRD it was developed a review question, search strategy and inclusion and exclusion criteria.

Results: The initial search was done in two databases (MedLine and Cinahl) with 2 025 results. The second search after the improvement of the sensitivity and the specificity was done in 15 databases with 3 681 results.

Conclusion: This methodological paper introduces how to conduct the systematic review protocols of diagnostic test accuracy on the example of T2P-DMC.

INTRODUCTION

Approximately 347 million of people around the world suffer from diabetes [1]. In 2004, an estimated 3.4 million of people died on the consequences related to fasting high blood sugar [2]. According to the research carried out in Europe [3], type 2 diabetes (T2D) prevalence in children is increasing. Although a very high prevalence of T2D has been observed in non-Caucasian groups (African Americans, Native Americans, Hispanics), T2D occurs in all races [4]. In the SEARCH study [5], the incidence rate (per 100,000 person-year) of T2D among children and adolescents varies greatly by ethnicity, with the highest rates observed among youths aged 15–19 years in minority populations. In particular, the reported incidence rate was 49.4 for Native Americans, 22.7 for Asian/Pacific Islanders, 19.4 for African Americans, 17 for Hispanics, and 5.6 for non-Hispanic whites. The increased prevalence of T2D in the obese paediatric population is paralleled by an increased prevalence of the prediabetes conditions. In particular, 25% of children and 21% adolescents with severe degree of obesity, irrespective of ethnicity, were found to have impaired glucose tolerance (IGT) [6]. The global rise of childhood obesity and physical inactivity is widely believed to play a crucial role. Healthy eating and lifestyle habits are a strong defence against the disease [7].

The effective pre-diabetes diagnostic tests, early diagnosis and preventive programs can help diabetes prevention development. The main problem in children is that there exist some recommendations regarding the diagnostic tests and preventive programs for pre-diabetes and diabetes. These have been made by the American Diabetes Association (ADA) [2], but formal screening is infrequent [3]. The diagnostic tests and preventive program options include fasting plasma glucose (FPG) and oral glucose tolerance tests (OGTTs), but both require fasting samples that the patients find inconvenient [4], and it is not clear what the best diagnostic strategy is — another reason why the screening is under-performed [5]. Childhood obesity epidemic brings a need to implement test practices for the paediatric population. The effective test practices for type 2 pre-diabetes mellitus in children (T2P-DMC) will allow us to deal with this disease in...
the earliest stage of the ontogenetic development and to improve public healthcare in the developed countries around the world.

The main aim of the paper is to present the design of the synthesis of the diagnostic tests for the identification of T2P-DMC followed by intervention to prevention of subsequent onset of T2D. For better evidence we decided to focus on diagnostic test accuracy (DTA) which is a new developed methodology in the field of evidence synthesis [8]. It shows the propaedeutic of such a systematic review (SR) conducting DTA which are used to identify the presence, or the absence of a condition for the purpose of developing an appropriate treatment plan [9].

Before the initial search (the part of protocol development) the preliminary search was conducted in four databases (MedLine, Prospero, JBI Library and Cochrane library) to find out if there are any existing SR of this topic. There was not find any SR or a guideline related to the issue of DTA in T2P-DMC.

**METHODS**

The review question for our research is: Which diagnostic test is currently the most accurate in identifying T2P-DMC at the different stage of ontogenetic development?

PICO acronym was for SR of DTA replaced by more suitable acronym PIRD where P = population, problem, patient; I – index test; R – reference test; D – diagnosis of interest.

In primary studies of DTA, the test of interest (the ‘index test’) is compared to an existing diagnostic test (the ‘reference test’), which is known to be the best test currently available for identifying accurately the presence or absence of the condition of interest [8]. This PIRD acronym is according to JBI methodological approach more suitable than PICO and it was developed peculiarly for DTA methodology. It covers all parts of what we want to find in the literature. As it was said in the introduction, the diagnostic tests for detection of T2P-DMC are not standardized. That was the reason the reference tests were not described within the PIRD which was determined [8,10].

Our inclusion/exclusion criteria in PIRD acronym:

Population – children with the risk of overweight, obesity, hypokinesis and metabolic syndrome at different stages of ontogenetic development. According to International Diabetes Federation [11] (IDF, 2014), the age criteria ontogeny for metabolic syndrome development is following:

- 6–10 years
- 10–16 years
- > 16 years

Index test – studies that evaluate any type of existing pre-diabetes diagnostic practices and programs, for example impaired fasting glucose level of 100–125 mg/dL, impaired glucose tolerance: A plasma glucose level (obtained 2 hours after a 75-g oral glucose challenge) > 140 mg/dL but < 200 mg/dL or haemoglobin A1c level of 5.7–6.4%. The minimum of 3 from 5 major criteria: (obesity determined by waist circumference, hypertension, low HDL levels, elevated triglyceride levels, and glucose intolerance)

Reference test – as we mentioned in the introduction, here does not exist any reference test for children.

Diagnosis of interest – studies that include the following diagnosis of interest: type 2 pre-diabetes mellitus.

For the needs of the initial search was developed search strategy which consists of the following terms/key words. The Table 1 shows the key words and terms which were used for MedLine database. This search strategy was adapted for each database.

The extensive systematic search strategy aims to find published and unpublished studies within the sources of both scientific literature and so called ‘grey

---

**TABLE 1: Key words used for initial search in MedLine database**

| 1. Children OR teenager* OR kids OR non adults OR early ontogenetic stages OR youngster, adolescent* OR youth  
| 2. Fasting glucose level OR fasting blood glucose level OR fasting plasma glucose OR FPG  
| 3. Impaired glucose tolerance: A plasma glucose level OR IGT  
| 4. H$moglobin A1c OR glycoh$moglobin A1c OR A1c h$moglobin OR Hb OR Hgb OR Hba1c OR HGBA1C  
| 5. Obesity OR overweight OR BMI + percentile  
| 6. Hypertension, high blood pressure  
| 7. Low HDL levels, elevated triglyceride levels, TG, triacylglycerol, TAG, or triacylglyceride  
| 8. Glucose intolerance  
| 9. Type 2 pre-diabetes mellitus OR T2P-DMC  
| 10. Metabolic syndrome OR metabolic syndrome X OR cardiometabolic syndrome OR syndrome X OR insulin resistance syndrome OR Reaven’s syndrome OR CHAOS  
| 11. Diagnosis OR detect OR accurate OR diagnostic accuracy test OR diagnostic accuracy clinical tests OR test of diagnostic accuracy OR diagnostic accuracy OR sensitivity OR specificity OR ROC  
| 12. Animal*  
| 13. 1 AND (2 OR 3 OR 4) AND (5 OR 6 OR 7 OR 8) AND (9 OR 10) AND 11 NOT 12 |
The search strategy used in this SR will include three steps according to JBI methodology [12]. Initial search has been done in MedLine and Cinahl database. This phase will be followed by two other steps. The next one will be to create the search strategy for each specific database included in the protocol. Each database has its own specific vocabulary/dictionary (engine). The third step will involve the review of the reference list of all studies that are retrieved for appraisal to search for additional studies.

Studies, which will be found, will be assessed by two independent reviewers in terms of relevance according to specified criteria. Then the standardized critical appraisal tools of JBI-DATARI will be used for critical appraisal done again by two independent reviewers. For the reviews of DTA we will use critical appraisal sheet using QUADAS-2 signalling questions [8].

The critical appraisal questions will be answered as “yes”, “no”, or “unclear”. When this will be not applicable “not applicable”. How much weight is placed on specific critical appraisal questions will vary between reviews and it is up to the reviewers to set what criteria, if any, will result in the exclusion of a study from the review. Many reviewers specify a set of questions which must be answered “yes” or the study will be excluded. It is important that these criteria will be applied consistently across studies [8]. Any disagreements that arise between the reviewers both during paper retrieval and during critical appraisal.

**TABLE 2. QUADAS-2 signalling questions [8]**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Critical appraisal questions</th>
<th>Domain 1: Patient selection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Was a consecutive or random sample of patients enrolled?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Was a case-control design avoided?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Did the study avoid inappropriate exclusions?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Domain 2: Index test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Were the index test results interpreted without knowledge of the results of the reference standard?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Domain 3: Reference test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Was the reference standard likely to correctly classify the target condition?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Were the reference standard results interpreted without knowledge of the results of the index test?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Flow and timing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Was there an appropriate interval between the index test and reference standard?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Did all patients receive the same reference standard?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Were all patients included in the analysis?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIGURE 1. Second search results**
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will be resolved through a discussion, or with a third reviewer.

Next step will be to make data extraction. The decision threshold that was used to classify the results as positive or negative is an item of data unique to studies of DTA. For data extraction will be used a JBI tool called DATARI which is based on the standards for the reporting of diagnostic accuracy studies (STARD) checklist. All studies of DTA that comply with the STARD statement will include a 2×2 table with sensitivity, specificity, and predictive values that classify patient test results and disease status [8].

Data synthesis will be done after data extraction. The results of SR of DTA can be graphically represented through two different major ways. The first way is the use of forest plots. However, in order to present data on DTA “paired” forest plots must be used where two forest plots are presented side by side; one for sensitivity and the other for specificity. In this way these graphs display the means and confidence intervals for sensitivity/specificity for each of the selected primary studies [8].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Results should bring the synthesis of findings of DTA of existing practices identifying T2P-DMC. So far the review question was developed by PIRD acronym. Specific criteria for inclusion and exclusion of studies were determined also by using of PIRD acronym. Key words for the search strategy were found and set into the searching strategy process. After we found out that there is not any existing SR for this topic (in preliminary search) we made initial an systematic literature search which was performed in MedLine and Cinahl databases. This search was done to verify whether the determined search strategy using determined key words and terms have balanced sensitivity and specificity. After this search, we got the initial search result of 2 025 studies – 958 from MedLine, and 1 067 from Cinahl. This was followed by secondary search. For this secondary search specificity was improved in search strategy and adjusted for every particular database. The second step of the search identified 3 681 studies in 15 databases. 2 407 published results and 1 274 unpublished results were found. As it is shown in the Figure 1, most published results were found in WoS (1 390), Trip Databas (471), Ovid MedLine (223), and Embase (182). Other results were found in Cinahl (55), Scopus (35), Ovid Nursing (24), Perdo (19), PsycINFO (10), and Bibliographica Medica Czechoslovakia (7). In unpublished databases we found 596 in MedNar, 574 in Clinical Trials, 82 in Current Controlled Trials, 11 in Open Grey, 1 in ProQuest. In COS Conference Papers was not found any result.

These are just the partial results. Another step will follow those in the process of SR development. This phase will be followed by selection of relevant studies, which will have two phases, a title and abstract screening and full texts screening. Then critical appraisal of relevant studies will be done, followed by data extraction of high quality studies and data synthesis.

CONCLUSION

The use of newly developed JBI methodology of DTA will help to analyse the situation in research field of interest. This approach will pool and synthesize relevant data which will be used for practice, healthcare policy and other stakeholder’s information.

SR provides the highest level of scientific evidence. The issue of T2P-DM is currently one of the most discussed topics because of children’s life style. And if there exist DTA helping to detect T2P-DM in adults this could work for children as well with the respect of their ontological development and metabolic rates. With early identification of T2P-DM using diagnostic tests it will be possible to prevent T2P-DM in children and teenagers. This could represent one of the solutions of this medical issue and become prevention for this disease. The consequences can further have the positive effect and the positive results could be expected in a long-term run in many fields of health and healthcare.

This paper was focused on presentation of brand new methodology and it shows the process of DTA SR development. It can be used as an initial inspiration for students of medical faculties doing their own research in the field of SR. As well as it can be pointed out that ability to develop the SR should be part of medical professional’s skills. There should be a consideration to integrate subject aiming to SR development training into a curricula at the medical faculties.
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